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VENTILATION Not an adequate system in the mechanic work bay 

No ventilation at all in the bus storage area 

 

 

ROOF/CEILING Leaks are present in various ceiling locations 

Showing rust and deterioration from the ceiling area 

Roof drains drain onto the garage floor in bus storage area 

 

 

WALLS  Cracking and separating in several locations 

All man doors showing rust and deterioration. None are energy efficient                                                                    

 

 

FLOORS  Cracking and deterioration exist in several places 

 

 

DRAINAGE  During rainy season water will drain from drain pipe back into lift pits  

 

 

ELECTRICAL Electrical capacity needs to be updated and improved. Have extension 

cords running some pieces of equipment. No emergency backup 

generation exists 

 

OFFICE AREA Supervisor and assistant share an approximate 15’ by 17’ office  

                             Copy work is also conducted in this area 

                             No space exists to have meetings with drivers or driver/parent meetings 

                             Parts clerk office is shared with DOT and mechanics - 10’ by 12’ area  

                            No file storage area for records 

                            

 

Facility was built in the 60’s when district had sixty passenger buses. Most buses are sixty-six 

passenger buses. There is not adequate room around the buses to perform proper pre and post 

trips per State Education Department regulations. 

 

Rest rooms not adequate for staffing needs (i.e. too small for number of staff) 

 

No area for training, district has to pull buses outside and use a bus bay for training meetings 

 

Need to update O.S.H.A. compliant equipment (i.e. eye wash station, decontamination station) 



 

No adequate area for drivers to work on paper work (i.e. D.V.I.R.’s, discipline referrals etc.) 

 

No area for mechanics to clean up after performing there mechanic duties 

 

No area to maintain buses for deterioration problems with body (i.e. rusting)  

 

Parts storage inadequate 

 

Garage doors are inefficient 

 

Heating System is inefficient and unreliable (multiple times system has been inoperative) 

 

  

   


